
Council Members,  

 

I’m a professional engineer (PE) who has lived in Montgomery County MD with my family since 

1985.   Engineers are not scientist, but we are VERY scientifically mind.  We use science to invent and build the 

products you love and solve problem you don't.   

 

Please vote against the Vaxx mandates under consideration at tomorrow's meeting. 

The evidence against the Vaccine's effectiveness is mounting...see my notes below, and you would be 

 continuing down the road of creating a Second Class group of citizens simply because they are unvaccinated. 

The science as I said, does not back up requiring mandates, nor is it constitutional.. 

 

Thank you for your consideration,  

Kenneth Montgomery, P.E.  

 

 

 

Fact 1. You can still get Covid even if you are “Fully Vaccinated." The Vaccinated are by a Large Margin the 

ones contacting Covid.  In fact, Israel, which is in the top 3 of most vaccinated nations, has seen explosions in 

Covid cases with the last 2 variants, Delta and Omicron.  Compare Israel with Sweden, who had lifted almost all 

of their covid restrictions at the time of this story, even though they have a relatively low rate of vaccinations. 

They have very low rates of Covid patients. (Stunning Covid Chart Israel vs. Sweden, Citizens Free Press, 

10/12/21) 

 

Fact 2: Natural Immunity is much more effective than a vaccine, according to Dr Peter McCullough, an 

internist, cardiologist, and epidemiologist, and one of the leading researchers on Covid, To prove reinfection, Dr 

McCullough says you would need to be tested with the PCR test at a cycle threshold below 28 (not the highly 

questionable level of 40-45, which is routinely used to ramp us supposed cases, of which an overwhelming 

number are asymptomatic.) Dozens of studies confirm natural immunity, which is long lasting and robust. In 
fact, the US Centers for Disease and Control and Prevention finally admitted they do  not have a single case of 

someone getting sick with Covid TWICE!  

Fact 3: Efficacy Rapidly Wanes.  Citing a Swedish Study, dated 10/25/21, the efficacy rate of the Pfizer jab’s 

initial estimated efficacy rate went from 92% at Day 15 to 47% by day 180 and to ZERO at Day 201. A similar 

spiral downward was noted for the Moderna shot. Finally the Astra Zeneca vaxx had the lowest effectiveness 

out of the gate, and by Day 121 was of no measureable effectiveness. 

 
 


